
A short dry stone dyke typology for Galloway Glens 

Traditional dykes were built to make the best of the stone immediately available.  

Where smaller / flatter stone is predominant, the dyke constructed is built with 2 faces and is known 

as a Double Dyke. Where larger / irregular stone is predominant the dyke constructed is built with 

single stones providing both faces and is known as a Single Dyke (or when the stones are rounded a 

Boulder Dyke) 

Below is a dyke at Woodhead with both Single and Double build. 

 

In south west Scotland locations where there is 

not enough smaller stones for Double Dyke or 

enough large stones for Single Dyke a type of 

dyke known as Galloway Dyke was used. Against 

usual dry stone construction principles the small 

stones are used as Double Dyke at the bottom 

half and Single Dyke at the top and is sometimes 

called Half and Half Dyke. 

 

 

 

 

 



The Galloway Dyke was believed to be a 

particularly effective dyke for sheep and was 

adopted in upland areas across Scotland. The 

daylight seen through the top half gives an 

impression that the stones are unstable / 

unattractive to jump while the solid bottom half 

offers shelter against the wind, rain and snow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A further type of dyke, believed to have been developed in the area, is known as Hudd and Butt 

Dyke. This type contains panels of Galloway Dyke or Double Dyke separated by panels of Single 

Dyke. Probably developed where there were a surplus of larger stones but it was also thought to 

help keep the dyke ‘tight’ and limit the length of dyke that collapses to one panel. Often the spacing 

of the panels is very regular as shown below.  

 

Double Dyke, Single Dyke, Galloway Dyke and Hudd and Butt Dyke are all found in the Galloway 

Glens area. Both Galloway Dyke and Hudd and Butt Dyke are believed to have been developed in the 

area with McAdam, who owned land in the north of the Galloway Glens area, being particularly 

influential in promoting this type of build. 


